Due to an increase in demand for the CSHL shuttle service, starting September 21, 2020 there will be 2 shuttles operating during the AM & PM Peak “Rush Hour” Times only.

Please see the schedule below:

**AM:** *Drivers will wait a maximum of 6 minutes after the scheduled train arrives*

8:35a – Uplands pick up (Joe – cell# 516.445.8307)
8:30a – Syosset - LIRR
  - 1 shuttle to Grace and back to Syosset (Dennis or Reggie)
9:02a – Syosset - LIRR
  - 1 shuttle to Grace then to Woodbury (Joe - cell# 516.445.8307)
9:30a – Syosset - LIRR
  - 1 shuttle to Grace (Dennis or Reggie)
10:02a – Syosset - LIRR
  - 1 shuttle to Grace (Dennis or Reggie)
  - 1 shuttle to Woodbury (Joe - cell# 516.445.8307)

10:15a - *On Request time begins (points of destination: Uplands/Huntington/Woodbury) until 3:30p (Dennis – cell# 516.641.7324 OR Reggie – cell# 516.445.5402)*

**PM:**

3:30p - *On Request Time (ends)*
4:00p – From Grace Syosset-LIRR (Joe - cell# 516.445.8307)
4:30p – From Grace to Woodbury to Syosset-LIRR (Dennis or Reggie)
5:00p – From Grace to Syosset-LIRR (2 shuttles – Dennis OR Reggie AND Joe)
5:30p – From Grace to Uplands (Dennis or Reggie)
6:20p – From Grace to Syosset-LIRR (Joe - cell# 516.445.8307)
7:00p – From Grace to Syosset-LIRR (Joe – cell# 516.445.8307)

**Masks are required** and there is a maximum of up to 6 passengers per shuttle. Please sit in your own row separate from the other passengers. The drivers reserve the right to refuse shuttle service to those who are not wearing a mask

**For more information and all “on-request” calls/texts should be directed to CSHL Driver, Dennis McGuire at 516-641-7324**

**The shuttle service will not run on federal holidays or during inclement weather**

**No shows** will not be considered for future “on request” pick up. If you cannot make your requested time, please contact Dennis McGuire or the driver on duty out of courtesy

**IMPORTANT:** If you are not feeling well and need to seek medical care, please follow the CSHL COVID-19 procedures by emailing safety@cshl.edu with your name, what building/floor/room you work in, and how long you have not been feeling well. If you do not have access to email, please call Security at 516-367-8870. Please refrain from utilizing the shuttle service if you are not feeling well